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Like every year, the focus is on serving member and the value addition to members.   You
may wonder, how the members goal would roll up and how District can support.   We have
requested the clubs to create their Club Success Plan, which would be rolling into Area,
Division & District Success Plan!  Starting from the goals of members, rolling it up to a District
Plan is the decision we have taken to create a Collective Impact. In addition to the above, I
would urge all members to serve the community by inspiring one new member to join our
Toastmasters movement or support in chartering one new club in your community or
organization. This could be the true leadership test for all of us as members who are
practising Leadership and live up to the tagline, “Where Leaders are made”. Each one Inspire
one or Charter one!

Finally, we have seen multiple challenges in the past few months and it’s time for us to shed
all our bitter moments.   It’s time to start a new innings with more energy and enthusiasm!
It’s time to exhibit our core values and demonstrate our strength! 

Let the Transformation begin!

HAPPY NEW YEAR, DISTRICT 92!  

Yes, Happy Toastmasters New Year, 2020-21!  

Let us take a moment to thank all the Members, Club
officers and District officers for their significant
contribution during the Pandemic times and leading
us to touch the pinnacle in Toastmasters World as
Smedley Distinguished District in the year 2019-20.

Every new term of Toastmasters, give us the
opportunity to Learn new things, serve new set of
people and transform to a newer version of ourselves. 
This year is no different.   

DISTRICT DIRECTOR
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As a strong believer in John F Kennedy’s words, Learning and Leading are indispensable to
each other, we have already started with a bang in training all the District and Club officers
through Online for the first time in the history of Toastmasters!  All the District & Club level
leaders are trained for their roles and raring to serve us all!  

MESSAGE FROM THE LEADERS
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A NEW BEGINNING. 

Welcome to the Program Year 2020-2021. I welcome all
the members who are a part of District 92, the club
officers and the district officers of the term. Thank you
for staying alongside us in one of the biggest
transitions in Toastmasters history - the split of District
92 into Districts 92 and 121. You have all stayed beside
us in the journey we have undertaken in battling
COVID, and have emerged victorious, with lessons
learnt. What else could have been a better way to say
Initium Novum?

As we step into this new year, I would request you to
find a new beginning in all areas of our member and
club experience. 

You may think that these can be hard to achieve - but let us begin with the spirit to achieve
them. It is a fresh start, a new beginning. Let's make the most of it. Many things are going to
come our way - deadlines, managing meetings et cetera, but as long as we keep the concept
of "learning in moments of fun" and "the member at the heart of everything we do", we will
succeed.
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We should strive to bring about a smile on every guest and members' faces, as they traverse
this journey with you. How do we do that? Ask the questions - are your guests happy when
they come to the meeting, are members heard and are given fair and more chances to shine,
and are there processes of Mentoring, Induction, Member Interests, Feedback, among others,
in place to make sure that no member is left behind?

I wish you a great year of ongoing New Beginnings. May you find newer and newer things to
explore in this world of Toastmasters!

AIM FOR PROGRESS.
KEEP A CHECK ON QUALITY.

BE READY TO DEVELOP EVERYONE.

MESSAGE FROM THE LEADERS
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I agree that the Journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step and the first step is
the most difficult one to take but over the years we have glorified the process of taking that
first step so much that we no longer talk about the remaining nine hundred and ninety nine
miles anymore. Always remember that even after we take the first step, we still need to
move forward to ensure we complete this journey of thousand miles and beyond.

My dear readers, today as I pen this down, I ask all of you to take a pause and reflect, as to
are you giving enough importance to your journey or are you also just talking about the
beginnings? Are you also waiting for the first of a month, or the year, or your birthday or any
other special occasion to make your new-beginning memorable or are you more concerned
about the journey that would follow? 

Remember that you can start a new journey right now, or tomorrow or the day after.
Remember that every sunset is an opportunity to reset and that morning will come, as it
has no choice.

New beginnings are inevitable, but the journeys that would follow are not.

And, it is the journey that takes precedence.

is one of the most overused
and under thought off as a
concept in my opinion.

Confused? Well, hear me out.

Growing up there was enough stress that people
around me gave on the process of something new
getting started, especially the starting of a new
calendar year in the school or even the 31st of
December; 1 st January as a day to embark on your
new life, however, I for one, never really
understood the premise of glorifying the concept
of a new beginning so much so that we end up
under-valuing the journey that would follow. 
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DTM RISHABH MEHTA  
CLUB GROWTH DIRECTOR
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As Ambassadors of Toastmasters, I encourage each one of us to learn, explore and
understand our brand through its manual available online at:
https://www.toastmasters.org/resources/brand-manual. 

Please do reach us at prm@tmdistrict92.org for any queries you may have regarding the
branding.

One aspect of building the movement together as the new District 92 with 17 Districts of
Karnataka is to work to spread the word about Toastmasters in the 14 geographical Districts
of Karnataka, where we have no Clubs right now.  From the Public Relations Office, as a new
initiative, we plan to launch campaigns in a district or two every month, to bring your
learning about communication and leadership in Toastmasters to your friends in these
places in Karnataka.  For the month of August, our focus is on Tumkuru District, I count on
your support, love and actions to make it happen.  While we do this, we will also learn and
grow together in many aspects of communication and leadership ourselves!

Let our love for Toastmasters flow into all the 17 districts of Karnataka!

Welcome to the New District 92!

Every change is challenging and a fertile learning
ground. As I transitioned into the new
Toastmasters year in a new role, I saw the change
all around me – leaders passing the baton at all the
levels – Club, Area, Division and the District.  The
smooth transition that happened at all levels has
proven that Toastmasters is indeed a movement,
where leaders are made!

Are we all one? We belong to different clubs as
members – what is important is that we are all
bound by one thread – the Toastmasters
movement. 
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The key to this togetherness is to follow a common branding across all our clubs, our areas,
our divisions and our district.  The good news is – Toastmasters International has come up
with the updated branding manual.  

DTM PRAKASH TAMANKAR 
PUBLIC RELATIONS MANAGER
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Divisions C, F and G connected virtually on July 19.
Divisions A and H connected virtually on July 25.
Divisions B, D and E connected virtually on July 26.

When did we connect ?

Toastmasters Leadership Institute is a great opportunity
to ramp up Toastmasters experience, learn and refresh,
network and make new acquaintances and friends.

The TLI was new normal. The language of a 'new normal' is
being deployed almost as a way to quell any uncertainty
ushered in by the coronavirus. Yes, District 92 framed it
through virtual club officers training which was seamless
and well organised. Indeed, it contends that things will
never be the same as they were before — so welcome to a
new world order. By using this language, we reimagine
where we were previously relative to where we are now,
appropriating our present as the standard. The objective is
to accoutre and amplify club officer performance by
providing quality training designed specifically by
Toastmaster International.

Club officers are the best predictor of club success.
Various education session was included to enhance
breakthrough to Pathways, achieving Distinguished
Points, increase Membership growth while attracting
guests to creative Public Relations camps. 

TOASTMASTER LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
AND CLUB OFFICERS TRAINING PROGRAM
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"The challenge is to learn to
function in the NEW NORMAL
shaped by resurrection"

DTM BOOPATHY SANKAR

DTM SAGNIK BISWAS

DTM VIJAY JAGANNATH
DTM HRUDAY MOHANTY
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TOASTMASTER LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
AND CLUB OFFICERS TRAINING PROGRAM

PRESIDENT 
TM AJAY PALLEGAR | DTM ANURAG JINDAL | TM SREENIDHI M
VICE PRESIDENT - EDUCATION 
TM SANDIPA MAHESWARI | TM PRIYADARSHINI SAHOO | DTM KARAN V
VICE PRESIDENT - MEMBERSHIP 
TM BIDYUT DUTTA | DTM ARJUN SUNDAR RAJ | TM SANTHOSH LANKA
VICE PRESIDENT - PUBLIC RELATIONS 
 TM SUNIL KUMAR | TM DEEPALI DWARAKANATH | TM AARUSHI ARORA

MOMENTS OF TRUTH - TM MARUTHI REVANKAR | TM VIJAY JAGANNATHAN
DASHBOARDS & CLUB CENTRAL - TM VEDANTH RAVI | DTM SAGNIK BISWAS
PATHWAYS - DTM AALAP MEHTA
MANAGING ONLINE MEETINGS - DTM KRISHNA PRASHANTH T | DTM KIRTI KUMAR KASAT
EFFECTIVE PUBLIC RELATIONS FOR THE CLUB - DTM PRAKASH TAMHANKAR
ATTRACTING AND RETAINING MEMBERS - DTM RISHABH MEHTA
ENHANCING CLUB QUALITY - DTM SAGNIK BISWAS | DTM GAURI SESHADRI
CLUB SUCCESS PLAN - DTM BOOPATHY SANKAR

E
LE

C
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V
E

S

CLUB
OFFICERS' 

CGD AWARDS: DTM RISHABH MEHTA
PQD AWARDS: DTM SAGNIK BISWAS
DD AND PRM AWARDS: DTM BOOPATHY SANKAR
AND DTM PRAKASH TAMHANKAR

INFORMATION
ABOUT AWARDS

TRAINING PROGRAM
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TM Srinu Babu DTM Aalap Mehta
DTM Krishna Prasanth T

Image sketches by : TM Vandana Stage Coach Toastmasters Club

SECRETARY - TM KISHAN KUMAR | TM NARENDRAN N | TM SUDEESH SHANGUMAN
TREASURER - TM SADASHIV P | TM ALOK SIMHA | TM RAVI AUDICHYA 
SERGEANT AT ARM  - TM KAZIM NAWAZ | TM ARJIT GHOSE | DTM HRUDAY MOHANTY

After all the sessions were completed, Area Directors held an Area Council meeting with all
the club’s officers from the clubs in her/his area. The objective was to discuss each club’s
plans and goals in the Distinguished Club Program and the upcoming speech contest
season.



 A mix of old and new  faces with uncertainty  and excitement
going hand in  hand. Every day since then there is a thrill and
something to look forward to. I will strive to keep each day of the
year the same way - a new day bringing in a new beginning!

MESSAGE FROM DIVISION LEADERS
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So I am trying my best  to be completely invested in my role with careful planning and a
deliberate approach. There is a little bit of anxiety to support the District team and Division
members to the best I can. At the same time ,I am also very excited about making the most
of this opportunity to learn and evolve as a leader."

DIVYA RAJVANSHY, DTM
DIVISION C DIRECTOR

BHAMATHI  PAI, TM
DIVISION D DIRECTOR

What if we had a life without challenges or obstacles? We would
have lived a saturated life and there would be very little scope for
improvement. Today if I see myself as a Leader, well times are
tough but tough times make better Leaders. There are many
roadblocks but what the point of riding on smooth road if you are
born to ride rough. 

The best thing about being a District Officer in this term is
irrespective of how the term ends there will be a lot learnings that
everyone of us will carry.

PARISH VERNEKAR, TM
DIVISION E DIRECTOR

"As the Toastmasters 'New
Year' started on July 1, I bid
adieu to the Area D3 Director
role and started my new role as
Division D Director. John F.
Kennedy said “Every
accomplishment starts with
the decision to try”. 

During the first couple of days into the term, it felt like the first
day of the school after a summer vacation (technically timing
matched as well with the onset of July).
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THE BEST TIME TO
 START WAS YESTERDAY. 

THE NEXT
BEST TIME IS

NOW.



ABHINAV KHASHYAP, TM
DIVISION F DIRECTOR

Close your eyes for a moment and imagine that something
big is going to happen. Your heart starts beating faster, you
have butterflies in your stomach, you are getting restless, you
are ready for “fight or flight” your brain gets a surge of
cortisol……..as you read this, some of you will think of a
situation filled with Excitement! others will think of a situation
with more Anxiety than excitement. In reality both
excitement and anxiety have the same symptoms, what
makes the difference is how we as individuals interpret the
symptoms!

My journey as Division Director began as expected, with some of the symptoms listed
above! A lot of excitement in lieu of the experiences and learning that lie waiting for me on
the road ahead and a little bit of nervousness that always comes when you face the
uncertain. 

The one big thing that really tips the scale for me towards excitement, is the wonderful
company I keep in this beautiful world of Toastmasters and District 92!
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MESSAGE FROM DIVISION LEADERS

AAYUSHI JAIN, TM
DIVISION G DIRECTOR

The Division Director journey has begun on an extremely
high note. It's a lifetime of leadership lessons packaged in a
year' I must quote eagerly waiting for what all it will unfold,
unravel and unearth.

EXCITING
XHILARATING
NCHANTING

ABHIJIT TRIPATHY, TM
DIVISION H DIRECTOR

As I have started my journey into my new Division H family, Members
started welcoming me as if we are in this together. With 5 strong pillars
as 4 Area Directors and PR Manager, I have initiated the renovation of our
family home having the same structure but with new innovation. With a
belief that we all are into this together, I am sure I will be able to
complete this spectacular home.
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Sunshine Toastmasters Club: Milestone Meeting- 1050th Meeting took
place on 23rd July along with Education session by DTM Vaibhav Gupta
MCC Toastmasters Club Education session by DTM Annesha Dutta on
story telling
Bangalore CA’s Toastmasters celebrated their 10th Club Anniversary on
July 13th, 2020
NITKBhive Toastmasters Club an Educational Session on “Unleashing your
humor quotient” by DTM T ChendilKumar

DIVISION UPDATES
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A

C
Pathways Session - We had one major special event of education session
on "Pathways" conducted on 09th July 2020 at Elite Orators TM Club. The
session was conducted by TM Sandipa Maheswari from Spoken Word who
is also a Division C Pathways Coordinator.
All the members who attended found it very useful and are looking
forward to  more such sessions in the future. 

Club Officers Installations - Each installation ceremony has been a special
one for us. An installation ceremony is not a mere obligation but a promise
to serve. We take pride to be part of installations of the officers of each
club. 

•Certificate Generator by DTM Nawab (Spoken Word) -
http://nawabkhawar.tech/AwardAutomation.html

Meeting Roles Management - A tool brought into visibility and adoption by TM Akhil Kumar (Spoken
Word) - https://easy-speak.org/. PFA the capture - easy-speak.png 

Virtual Auditor Role introduced by TM Pranab Singh (Daffodils) to help the speakers and role-players
improve their virtual presence - http://tiny.cc/VirtualAuditor

Daffy the Chatbot by TM Aashish (Daffodils) to automate the addressing of common queries related
to club and toastmasters - https://bit.ly/chatbotdaffy 

Innovations - Clubs and members of Division C
have been coming up with disruptive ways of
doing things, especially in the current online
scenario. These not only got featured at the TLI,
but also have been a hit among the members:
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DIVISION UPDATES

Shell We Talk Toastmasters Club won beat the covid golden gavel
Morgan Stanley Bengaluru Orators completed 5 years of their
Toastmaster's journey

Division F - Fusion Webinar on August 9, 2020 Panel Discussion with
District 92 Trio
Area F3 - Hola ! on August 15, 2020 Education session by TEDx
speaker Praveen Wadalkar

EVENTS

ANNOUNCEMENT

F
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D ANNOUNCEMENT

Path Breaker - TM Arjit Ghose - Hoodi Toastmasters Club
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Division G(Gladiators) getting featured in the innovation showcase of
TLI, 2020 for the Division G repository(one-stop toolbox that every
Toastmaster requires) and usage of airtable for storing data.

Get-set-impromptu- a whatsapp group for Toastmasters of Division G
and other Divisions to practise impromptu speaking
Gatherings of Galaxy- a weekly roster of meetings across Division G.

TGIF (The Gladiators In-Formal)- Division informal gathering on
Friday(31st July, 2020) before Friendships Day.

Division G(Gladiators) initiatives

Division G upcoming events

DIVISION UPDATES

Beechi Toastmasters Club celebrated 400th Milestone Meeting and
Educations session by Kumaran Pethi, DTM

DISTRICT 92
KARNATAKA, INDIA

Influence without authority - Education session by Chendil T Kumar, DTM

G

H
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The month of August dawns upon us, and with that, it brings the first membership building award of
the term 2019-20, aptly named after the founder of Toastmasters International itself, Ralph C. Smedley!

WHY? Increasing more meeting participation, improving learning opportunities and
adding chances to hone new skills and much, much more.

HOW? Add 5 New, Dual or Reinstated Members in the time period of August 1 - September
30, 2020!

What is in it for the club???
The club gets a "Smedley Award Ribbon" from Toastmasters International, and A 10 per cent discount

on their next club order to Toastmasters International!

What's in it for a member?
Any member who helps bring in new members can be recognized as a
member sponsor, and is eligible to receive a pin from Toastmasters
International if they add 5, 10 or 15 members in the program year 2020-21!

**NOTE: Membership Begin Date for the members being added during this
term should be from August/September on the Club Central.

SMEDLEY AWARD!
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ABHINAV SRIRAM KASHYAP

ABHISHEK DATTA GUPTA

DEEPIKA DAS PEREIRA

MAHIMA MEHTA

MARUTHI ANIL REVANKAR

RITA SALDANHA DAS

SHAIMA  DAS

SHUVENDU K PANDA

VIGNESH VENKATACHALAM

JULY 2020
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V A N D A N A P U
SUBHASH CHANDRA
2721508, AWARDED ON 07-08-2020
Speakers' Den  
Bangalore
Division B Area 2

4403220, AWARDED ON 07-16-2020
Jinsei Dojo Toastmasters Club 
Bangalore
Division B Area 3

6732826, AWARDED ON 07-02-2020
CBS Toastmasters Club 
Bangalore
Division F Area 3

3958529, AWARDED ON 07-31-2020
SAP SpeakToLead Toastmasters Club
Bangalore
Division E Area 4
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DEBADUTTA 
R A T H

V I N I T A  
DAYANI 

BHAVYADISHA
AWASTHY

A B H I S H E K
DATTA GUPTA

1535535, AWARDED ON 08-05-2020
Club : Schneider Electric Toastmasters
Club Bangalore
Division G Area 1

M U T T U R A J
B A D I G E R
4184180, AWARDED ON 08-06-2020
Club : Deshpande Educational Trust
Toastmaster Club, Bangalore
Division A Area 1
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“Although no one can go back and make a brand new
start, anyone can start from now and make a brand

new ending.” ~ Carl Bard
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AUGUST
 

THEME OF THE MONTH

B R E A K  F R E E

Submit your articles to feature in District
92  blog space at 

publications@tmdistrict92.org

BLOG IT
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WE ARE EVERYWHERE IN 
K A R N A T A K A
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Follow us online 
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D92  Facebook Page
www.facebook/tmdist92

D92  Instagram Page
www.instagram/d92tm

D92  Twitter Page
www.twitter/tmdist92

www.tmdistrict92.org

D92  Official Website


